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plus 10 baryon masses, the GP has 8 parameters to t 8 masses. Clearly trivial!
But, tting the data, a hierarchy in the parameters emerges: The parameters mul-
tiplying spin-avor structures of increasing complexity are smaller and smaller.
This is true for any quantity treated so far, in particular the baryon magnetic
moments. The reduction factor due to increasing complexity of GP terms is, from
the data, the product of

=
0:3 for each avor breaking factor (FB) and 0.2-0.37 for
each pair of dierent indices in the term ("gluon exchange" factor [2b]). In [2,3]
we parametrized the magnetic moments of the octet baryons up to rst order in





of the quark masses and 
QCD
. To rst order FB the expression so obtained is
the most general one in QCD or in any constituent quark model compatible with
it. It was underlined in [2b,3,5] that all g
i
's agree, to a factor 2, with the expec-
tations from the hierarchy taking a gluon exchange factor from 0.2 to 0.35; only
g
3
is  7 (or 10) times smaller (g
3
is,in the GP, the coeÆcient of the term giving
the deviation of j(p)=(n)j from 3/2. In [(2b), Eq.(23)] such factor 7 (or 10) was
possibly attributed to chance.
This conclusion on chance is much reinforced (Sect.4 of [5]) considering only
the parametrized 's of the non strange baryons of 8+10 (p,n,'s). Then we have
four parameters (; ; ; Æ). The "perfect" 3/2 arises from g
3




That this particular combination almost vanishes can be due only to a chance
cancellation; a cancellation compatible with the typical hierarchy reduction, and
with the known (p),(n) and ( ! p). A measurement of (
+
)'s would
allow a further check.
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